Tournament Reviews—We-Ko-Pa (Saguaro) and Kierland (Acacia/Ironwood)
We wrapped up June with events at We-Ko-Pa and Kierland. Stats are in the table below. Here are some of the
highlights:
·

Looks like Flight 1 is about to get even more competitive, as the medalists for both events were current qualifiers—
Jared Gaynor with 79 at We-Ko-Pa and Kerry Schaber with 74 at Kierland

·

Rich Perry’s win at We-Ko-Pa made two in a row for him

·

Only one hole was not birdied at Kierland, the par-4 6 on the Ironwood nine

·

The low scores at Kierland apparently had little to do with putting, as there was a 3-way tie at the top with 31

·

Matt Leonard achieved the Golden Payday at We-Ko-Pa, winning in all six games. His $136 in total winnings was
comprised of $30 in Net Flights, $2 in Low Putts, $15 in Net Skins, $12 in Gross Skins, $38 in CTPs and $39 in Deuces

th

Schedule Changes for This Weekend
COVID-19 continues to wreak havoc on our schedule. We were originally slated for Flagstaff Ranch this Saturday.
That has been changed to Elephant Rocks in Williams, with tee times starting at 2:00 PM. This will obviously place a
premium on pace of play.
Also, the Sunday event at Continental Country Club in Flagstaff was originally set as a shotgun start. That will now
be tee times beginning at 8:30.
Check the Facebook page on Friday for pairings and approximate start times.

The geology that lends the name to Elephant Rocks golf course
Aces Abounding
Recent weeks have seen two more holes-in-one for SGL members, both outside of league competition.
th

On June 3, Paul Mickela posted an ace on the 157-yard 7 hole with a 7-iron at Westbrook Lakes.
nd

One week later, Ken Slagle did the same with a high, cutting 6-iron on the 140-yard 2 hole at Lone Tree.
Congrats to Paul and Ken! They join Mike Tobin, Jandy Johnson and Dave Dean as SGL members who have reported
aces in 2020. The SGL hole-in-one pot is currently north of $600, waiting for the next one in league play.
Handy Links:
Saturday Golf League web site
SGL Facebook Page
Saturday Golf League Tournament Schedule
Sign up for Tournaments
Check your signup status

Check Results
View our photo gallery
Post a score to GHIN
Order an SGL logo golf shirt
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